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US Futures-World Markets: A peaceful transition of presidential power occurred without any issues. FAANG 
was back in a big way yesterday and the Nasdaq continues the ride higher today with futures rising.  I know it 
was only three weeks, but it felt weird seeing Amazon down YTD (now flat). Q4 earnings look favorable and 
the stock market still adores the longer-term economic outlook. The S&P is +2.6% YTD, but we’ve seen 
amazing performance from a host of companies. GM is +34% YTD. Even Ford is +23% YTD. Penn Gaming is 
+22% YTD. Occidental +32% YTD. These moves in REAL companies are massive. Some economic data with 
jobless claims and US housing starts due at 8:30 am ET. Bitcoin slumps with another 10% pullback on fear of 
tighter US regulation. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +8.90, 10-Yr Yield: 1.09%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Two key moderate Republican senators believe it is too soon to provide additional stimulus. Parts of 
the $1.9 trillion stimulus bill will require 60 Senate votes to pass.-Bberg 

 President Biden will sign 10 additional executive orders to use the defense production act to make 
coronavirus supplies and to increase vaccine distribution (Mr. Biden will give remarks at 14:00 ET 
according to the White House schedule).-CNBC 

 President Biden halts oil and gas leasing in Alaska's wildlife refuge.-TheHill 
 Twitter has locked the account of China's U.S. embassy for a tweet that defended China's policy 

towards Muslim Uighurs in Xinjiang, which the U.S. social media platform said violated its stand 
against "dehumanizing" people.-Reuters (about time) 

 Biden is expected to nominate Michael Barr, a former Treasury Department official who helped craft 
the Dodd-Frank Act, to the post of comptroller of the currency, where he would oversee national 
banks such as JPM and WFC.-WSJ 

 New York governor Andrew Cuomo called on the Biden administration to ramp up production of the 
Covid-19 vaccine, warning that New York will exhaust its allotted doses weekly for the foreseeable 
future.-WSJ 

 “Workers affected by the pandemic continued to withdraw money from their retirement accounts in 
the final months of 2020—but, as happened earlier in the year, the increase was modest.”-WSJ 

 Tesla: Famed short-seller Jim Chanos, known for his profitable short-bets against Enron and 
Wirecard, has long been a critic of Tesla, and has turned his longstanding short of the company into a 
put position, a safer way to make a bearish bet on it.-NYP 

 One of Biden’s first acts was to cancel the permit for the Keystone XL pipeline, the long-debated 
project to transport crude from Canada’s oil sands to the US, a project canceled by former president 
Barack Obama but revived by Trump.-NYT (Perfect example of why executive orders are a joke as a 
regular order of business.) 

 US companies that borrowed trillions of dollars to help them survive the pandemic must decide what 
to do with the money, especially if an economic recovery takes hold—airlines and cinemas are 
spending, but others are in better shape and have choices.-FT (Buybacks, dividends, M&A?) 
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 China sanctioned 28 former Trump administration officials, including Mike Pompeo and John Bolton, 
accusing them of violating the country’s sovereignty and banning them from travel to the mainland, 
Hong Kong, and Macau, as well as from conducting business with China.-FT 

 AAPL’s next-generation iPhones slated for launch in the second half of 2021 will all come with 
sensor-shift stabilization technology, according to industry sources.-Digitimes 

 Dubai-based social media and messaging app Telegram, announced that it had surpassed 500M 
active users globally, and had added 25M new users in just 72 hours amid a rush of right-wing 
extremists who are joining the site after being kicked off TWTR, FB, and Parler.-Recode 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Inc.: Apple is considering a major podcast move that would upend the industry http://bit.ly/3p4lnQZ  
 Freight Waves: Inside CA’s colossal container-ship traffic jam http://bit.ly/39PBLyp  
 NY Post: Leftist protesters wreak havoc in Portland http://bit.ly/39OazjO (Peaceful protests, I 

assume?) 
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
Mortgage applications to buy a house remain robust. 
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• The NAHB homebuilder optimism surprised to the downside, declining for the third month in a row. 
Nonetheless, the sentiment level is still elevated. 
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A separate survey by Evercore ISI shows homebuilder sentiment holing near the highs. 

 
Source: Evercore ISI    
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Rising costs of construction materials have been an issue for many homebuilders. 
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• Homebuilder shares rose sharply on Wednesday. 

 
 
 
By holding down rates, the US central bank has allowed the federal government to massively 
increase its debt without incurring higher interest expenses. Will the Fed sustain this trend as the US 
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implements another fiscal stimulus package? 

 
Source: Mizuho Securities USA    
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Stock indices hit another record high, with tech back in the driver’s seat. 
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Hedge funds’ favorite stocks continue to outperform. 
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The most heavily shorted stocks are soaring. 
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Despite the improvement in corporate share buybacks, insiders have been selling. (Seems like a 
logical move to diversify holdings.) 
  

 
Source: @jessefelder, @markets   Read full article   
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Fund managers are upbeat about corporate earnings. 

 
Source: BofA Global Research   
 
The put-call ratio continues to hit multi-year lows amid rising retail demand for call options. (This chart 
does scare me a bit.) 

h/t @LizAnnSonders    
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Financial ETFs have taken in $6 billion of inflows in just 11 trading days, according to State Street. 
(ETF’s and retail investors seem to be driving the bus. Amazing to see!!) 

 
Source: SPDR Americas Research, @mattbartolini   Read full article    
 
Bitcoin is testing support. 
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How would Americans use the $1,400 stimulus checks? 

 
Source: @YouGovAmerica   
 
New Manhattan apartment leases: 

 
Source: @LizAnnSonders, @jonathanmiller, @DouglasElliman    
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Canceling student debt: (my blood boils just looking at this chart) 

 
Source: Morning Consult   Read full article   
 
 
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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